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Abstract

The aim of our research has been to analyse the conceptions of citizenship held by history teachers in secondary schools in Spain and Chile, while at the same time relating these to their perceptions of the socio-political and socio-economic contexts of their countries. The study compares the conceptions of teachers from these two countries which share a similar recent history and have both experienced strong movements of popular protest and political detachment. The methodology was qualitative and made use of semi-structured interviews. The study analysed dialogues from 70 teachers, 35 in each country. The initial results indicate a predominance of moral and participatory conceptions of citizenship, to the detriment of legal or identity-based conceptions. The controversial political, social and economic context of both countries within which the interviews were conducted is a key factor to understanding the teachers’ perspectives on their conceptions and the meaning of these.
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Introduction

In recent years, citizenship education has been growing in importance within democratic countries. Faced with the emergence of new social and educational challenges, such as globalisation, the information society, immigration, and political apathy, there has been a need to rethink the role of schools in the development of citizens. Consequently,
citizenship education has formed a significant part of the curricula in most countries for a long time (Euridyce 2012; Martínez Guzmán and González Gutiérrez 2010).

As a result, we feel that it is important to explore the conceptions of citizenship held by the faculty members responsible for citizenship education. Here we define conceptions as the way in which teachers think about the concept of citizenship. This means to address the set of knowledge and beliefs that are essential to understanding citizenship, as well as the actions that ideally characterise a citizen. Therefore, this paper fits in the line of studies that deal with teachers’ thinking as a way to better understand the way in which different subjects could be taught (Clark and Peterson 1986; Evans 1990; Levin 2015). We start from the basis that citizenship is a complex and ambiguous concept that can be understood in many different ways and that the way it is understood can condition the way it is taught (Lee and Fouts 2005; Veugelers 2011; Walkington and Wilkins 2000).

This study centres on a group of history teachers in Spain and Chile, two countries which share historical, socio-political and educational similarities. The connection between citizenship education and history is not a new one. History is a social discipline that aims to understand the past in relation to the present. The literature on the teaching of history usually places citizenship training as among one of the purposes of teaching history. In particular, the teaching of history concerns itself with the training of an active citizen who is able to critically decipher present problems and act accordingly (Martineau 2000; Rosa and Brescó 2017; Rüsen 2005). However, citizenship education is not an inherent part of history teaching, but must be stated and planned by teachers depending on the citizen competencies they intend to teach in the classroom (Brett 2005; Haste and Bermudez 2017).

These conceptions can also be affected by the social, political, historical, and cultural contexts of each country (Gaventa 2002; Lee and Fouts 2005). In the cases of Spain and Chile, their historical and political contexts have very similar characteristics. Both countries have relatively young democracies, which have emerged through transitions from long dictatorships (1978 in Spain and 1989 in Chile, to be precise) and experienced rapid processes of democratisation and economic development that are currently being called into question (Garretón and Garretón 2010; Kovras 2014).

In addition, both countries have recently experienced important movements of citizen protest, in which criticism against the political model blends with other reasons for socio-political and socio-economic discontent (Fresno 2014; Jara 2014; Mateos and Penadés 2013). These precedents and the resulting contemporary situation, which we can describe as polemic, mean the issue we are concerned with has specific contextual features that must be acknowledged.

Our objective has been to analyse the conceptions of citizenship held by history teachers in secondary schools in Chile and Spain in relation to their perceptions of the political,
social, and economic context in which they live. The following research questions provided the focus for our study:

What conceptions of citizenship do history teachers in Spain and Chile have?
What differences and similarities exist between the conceptions of citizenship among teachers in these countries?
In what ways might their perception of their socio-economic and socio-political contexts affect the teachers’ conceptions of citizenship?

Theoretical Framework
Conceptions of Citizenship
Defining the concept of citizenship is not an easy task and there are many alternative approaches. This is because citizenship is not a static concept but a contextual dynamic, a polemic and multidimensional concept (Schugurensky 2010). From a political perspective, the discussion about the conception of citizenship is normally divided into three traditions: individualistic liberal, communitarian, and civic republicanism, each offering the individual diverging views on their relationship with the state, institutions, and their community (Heater 2004; Mújica 2010; Oldfield 1998).

This paper deals with four possible dimensions of citizenship drawn from the educational field: citizenship as status (membership), citizenship as identity (feelings of belonging), citizenship as civic virtues (dispositions, values, and behaviours), and citizenship as agency (engagement, political efficacy, and power) (Kiwan 2005; Schugurensky 2010). Citizenship as status has its origin in the liberal conceptions of citizenship which consider citizenship as a legal condition of members of a political community (Heater 2004; Kiwan 2005; Oldfield 1998). Citizenship as identity, however, focuses on the feelings of belonging and worth in relation to a community; these feelings can be varied and complex as is the case with many multicultural or multi-ethnic countries (Schugurensky 2010). Citizenship as a civic virtue (as a moral conception) is no less complex because it alludes to the values and attitudes expected of good citizens without there being universal agreement on what these virtues are (patriotism, participation, critical thinking, etc.) (Kiwan 2005; Schugurensky 2010).

Finally, citizenship as agency (participatory conception) advances the idea of the citizen as a social actor—someone who uses their right to participate as much as possible (Kiwan 2005) by helping the community, volunteering, taking on leadership roles, or by encouraging profound changes based on critical perspectives (Schugurensky 2010). This type of citizenship has, in recent decades, undergone accelerated changes as a result of many new social and participatory movements where citizen protests and other forms of activism take on special importance (Haste, Bermudez, and Carretero 2017).
History Teachers’ Conceptions of Citizenship

The literature gives an account of teachers’ conceptions of citizenship education and the purpose of forming citizens rather than discussing the teachers’ personal conceptions of citizenship itself (e.g. Chin and Barber 2010; Evans 2006; Lee and Fouts 2005). It has generally been accepted that it is useful to know teachers’ conceptions in order to understand their performance in the classroom, but it has also been noted that what teachers do ultimately does not always reflect what they claim to do (Evans 2006; Osler 2011; Prior 2005).

Our research is not concerned with what teachers say they do in the classroom but with their conceptions, on a personal level, about what it means to be a citizen. Previous studies have produced diverse results on this issue. For example, the study by Lee and Fouts (2005) concerning teachers from Australia, England, and Hong Kong concluded that teachers attached great importance to the moral and ethical dimensions of citizenship. But further research in Australia, England, and the United States (Chin and Barber 2010) indicated that, although within different settings, teachers emphasised the importance of commitment and participation in all three citizenship contexts.

In the Netherlands, Leenders, Veugelers, and De Kat (2008) found that most teachers of social sciences (economics in this case) identified with aims for the critical formation of citizenship and that this was more common among older teachers. In Australia, meanwhile, Taylor pointed out that teachers tended to consider the most critical and participatory conceptions of citizenship as problematic in education, and that they preferred to promote actions commonly accepted by society (Taylor 2008).

It must be noted that some studies have detected a fluctuating character in the teachers’ conceptions. This was the case in a study carried out in Colombia, where teachers fluctuated among legal, moral, or critical conceptions. Moreover, there were contradictions between their conceptions about citizen education and their conceptions about related terms, such as policy or participation (González Valencia 2013). Similar results are shown in another work on concepts of citizenship carried out in Peru, where teachers highlighted three elements of citizenship: the fulfilment of duties, the development of values, and the capacity of agency and participation (Barrantes, Luna, and Peña 2009).

Hardly any such studies in Spain exist, where the interest has been more focused on knowing the thoughts of teachers and students about citizenship in an intercultural and cosmopolitan sense (García Vélez 2012). However, in Chile there is more research similar to this study. In a study carried out in 2010, Chilean teachers’ conceptions of citizenship ranged between liberal citizenship (based on norms, rights, and responsibilities) and a communitarian citizenship, with elements of belonging and participation (Flanagan Bórquez et al. 2010). Subsequently, in 2013, another research study pointed out that for teachers the idea of a “good citizen” was linked to respect for
norms (rights and responsibilities), certain forms of participation, and values such as tolerance, respect, and coexistence (Reyes et al. 2013).

More recently, the work of Cavieres Fernández and Muñoz Reyes has indicated that Chilean history teachers share a collective rather than individualistic conception of citizenship, together with a desire (that is not always fulfilled) to see active participation (Cavieres Fernández and Muñoz Reyes 2015). The same study also found that teachers related the student protest movement to the exercise of active citizenship (Cavieres Fernández and Muñoz Reyes 2015), which represents an important contextual conditioning factor.

**Contextual Considerations in the Conception of Citizenship**

As seen in the previous section, when characterising the conception of citizenship of an individual, each territory and time can produce different results. Citizenship, therefore, is a social construction and different contexts (political, social, economic, cultural, historical, geographic, or even linguistic) can produce different conceptions of citizenship or participation (Arthur 2002; Lee and Fouts 2005).

*Historical, Socio-Political, and Economic Contexts in Chile and Spain*

Spain and Chile share certain contextual similarities that have to be borne in mind. The two countries lived through long dictatorships and achieved their democratic status through peaceful processes of negotiated transition, but these transitions have become the focus of much discussion in recent times (Garretón and Garretón 2010; Kovras 2014).

The negotiations carried out in both countries involved the continuity of institutional and political elements of the dictatorships (such as the Constitution itself, in the case of Chile) and the renouncement of historical aspirations of the opposition (such as the prohibition to prosecute crimes in Spain and Chile as stipulated by laws of amnesty). In both countries these characteristics of the transitions have avoided violent rupture, but at the same time have influenced the resulting democratic models. Debates about the model of transition, linked to criticism about the current state of democracy, seem to have been instilled in the societies of both countries, and it is common to find these debates both in academic articles and in the media (Aceituno 2016; Ortiz 2011).

Another contextual element that brings together the realities of Chile and Spain is the growing processes of citizen mobilisation experienced in both countries. Since 2006 in the case of Chile and since 2011 for Spain, important participatory movements have been expressed through political rallies, demonstrations, and protests focused on a wide variety of educational, environmental, health, and social security issues (in Chile), and political and economic problems (in Spain) (Jara 2014; Mateos and Penadés 2013; Mayol 2012). Citizen participation through demonstrations and protests, but also through new forms of social organisation (especially online), seems to have overcome
the traditional model of participation, linked more to politics, during the first decades of democracy.

In spite of these similarities, the social, economic, and institutional realities of these two countries exhibit major differences. In Chile, the political and institutional disaffection seems to be linked to the need to improve the economy and the population’s increasing expectations of the state; in this country, a new level of awareness among the population has given rise to demands for ever greater political participation, equity, and social justice (Jara 2014). Despite the fact that Chile is at the forefront of democratic indices in comparison to its neighbouring states, the distrust its citizens have in relation to the institutions of the state and the low levels of citizen participation leave its democracy in question (Garretón and Garretón 2010).

In Spain, the economic crisis the country has endured since 2007 has affected the labour market and social policies, which has led to a crisis of social cohesion (Laparra and Pérez 2012). In recent years, there has been a resurgence of protest movements against the policies and the actions of the traditional political institutions and parties (Fresno 2014). During the last few years pessimism has spread throughout Spanish society over economic conditions, and levels of dissatisfaction with politics and state institutions have been increasing, producing a detrimental effect on the quality indicators of democracy (Mateos and Penadés 2013).

Regarding the curricular treatment of citizenship education, both countries have experimented with citizenship as a subject. However, nowadays it is being treated as a cross-curricular subject as it is in other European and Latin American countries (Euridyce 2012; Martínez Guzmán and González Gutiérrez 2010). In the case of Chile there has been an increase in the debate regarding citizenship education in recent years. As a result of such debate an education plan to promote citizenship has been established, which is experiencing serious implementation problems. In fact, even though this plan considered the creation of a specific subject that would develop citizenship education, some years since the plan was formed much of the necessary agreement for its implementation is still lacking.

In terms of curriculum, it is the teachers of history and social sciences who have the largest share of objectives and content pertaining to citizenship education. Therefore, it can be said that history is the discipline that holds the greatest responsibility for citizenship education.

**Methodology**

As our objective was to investigate teachers’ conceptions we decided to undertake primary research using qualitative interviews. Through the interviews we sought to analyse the teachers’ conceptions of citizenship and their perceptions of the socio-economic and socio-political context in each country. The research was carried out
through a lengthy two-stage process. The initial interviews were held in Spain, and the same number of teachers was subsequently interviewed in Chile in order to carry out this comparative study.

**Participants**

In both countries the teachers interviewed were recruited voluntarily through contact networks and social networks used by teachers. The teachers had to have at least two years of teaching experience in the final levels of secondary education where the objectives and contents for citizenship training form part of the curriculum.

Teachers were recruited to deliver an equitable ratio between those from public, private, and jointly funded schools. An equal ratio of older to younger teachers was also sought, the logic being that younger teachers might have been more active in recent protest movements (Rojas 2012) and might have different conceptions of citizenship. Half of the teachers were under 45 years old and the other half were older. All participants were between 21 and 64 years of age. In total 70 teachers were interviewed, 35 in Spain and 35 in Chile.

**Table 1: Characteristics of the sample**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Chile</th>
<th>Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational centre</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational centre</td>
<td>Private and jointly funded schools</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Teachers older than 45 years old</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Teachers younger than 45 years old</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gender variable was not taken into account when selecting the sample, but it was during the analyses of the interviews, with 18 women in Spain and 14 in Chile included in the sample. Although disparities were looked for during the analysis process, there were no significant differences in the conceptualisation of citizenship observed between male and female teachers. Both genders presented similar discourse regarding citizenship and the socio-economic context of each country.

Geographically, the sample of teachers in Spain came from seven urban locations (Madrid, Barcelona, Valladolid, Murcia, Huelva, Bilbao, and Santiago de Compostela) with five teachers interviewed in each city. This geographic diversity was necessary to address the educational, curricular, and population differences between different regions.
of Spain. In Chile, where there are no curricular differences among the regions of the country, the teachers interviewed came entirely from the Santiago Metropolitan Region which accounts for 40 per cent of the country’s population. In Spain most of the teachers were history graduates and in 10 instances they had postgraduate degrees. In Chile the majority had qualifications in history teaching, which combines knowledge of history with pedagogy. In the Chilean sample six teachers had postgraduate degrees.

Prior to their participation all teachers were subject to an ethical protocol of informed consent, which confirmed that the data collected would remain confidential but may be published in anonymous form for research purposes.

Data Collection

Teachers’ conceptions are traditionally sought through interviews as they provide greater depth from a smaller number of cases (e.g. Arthur 2002; Davies et al. 2004; Niens, O’Connor, and Smith 2013). The process of constructing the interviews was a lengthy one within the framework of both research projects, and included piloting and expert reviews in both countries. The final version was a semi-structured focused interview (Flick 2007) which incorporated a series of fixed items or questions whilst also allowing for deeper probing through conversation.

The interviews began with more general topics to generate a climate of confidence and then gradually moved on to the topics of most interest. The central questions of the interview were as follows: What does the concept of citizenship mean to you? What does it mean for you to be a citizen in the current political climate? What actions would you highlight that characterise a good citizen? Each question was explored through secondary questions, trying to capture the teachers’ reflections. As a result, the interviews developed in the form of conversations that lasted between 35 and 45 minutes.

Analysis

The interviews were recorded, transcribed, and uploaded to the Atlas.ti qualitative analysis program. For the analysis we followed the process recommended by Kvale (2011) which involves the codification of meaning (assigning keywords to sections of the text), the condensation of meaning (summarising meanings to manageable formulations), and finally the interpretation of meaning. In the first phase, based on the reading and analysis of other research on teachers’ conceptions of citizenship (Kiwan 2005; Schugurensky 2010), a theoretical framework was developed to code the data; its main categories included moral, participative, legal, and identity conceptions of citizenship (the latter generated no significant results between the teachers interviewed).

In the second phase, multiple re-readings of the transcripts resulted in a number of sub-codes fundamentally based on the relations between the initial categories and influenced by the context of these categories (e.g. moral conceptions of citizenship included such sub-categories as the following: values associated with the conception; citizen action...
associated with the conception; references to the socio-political context; references to the socio-economic context; connections between moral and legal citizenship; moral and participative citizenship connections). The use of the program Atlas.ti facilitated the grouping of codes into families, the interpretation of the contents of each code, and relating the codes to one another. Furthermore, a matrix of information was created for each teacher, such that a profile of their conception of citizenship could be established through the analysis of the different codes.

Each code and sub-code was assigned units of meaning from the interview transcripts in the form of words, phrases, or paragraphs. Some of these units will be given as examples during the presentation of the results. In some cases, the teacher interviewed held postulates of various conceptions of citizenship, but by means of a deeper analysis of these cases the evaluators agreed to identify these teachers with one of the main categories. In the results, we explain the similarities and the contrasts between teachers’ conceptions.

Validity and Reliability

To avoid any bias in the selection of subjects, the participants were not informed of the content of the interview. It was only indicated that it was an interview of educational character, as part of a research project conducted by the University of Valladolid, in Spain, and the Andrés Bello University, in Chile. The interviewer made clear at the beginning of each interview that it would remain anonymous, that what was of interest were the interviewee’s personal opinions and reflections, and that there were no right or wrong answers. The interviews took place in calm and relaxed environments (e.g. parks, cafes, etc.) without any work or time pressures. All of the interviews, both in Spain and in Chile, were carried out by the first author of this article.

The theoretical saturation of the information was achieved without problems before all the interviews were completed, so it was not necessary to widen the pre-established sample in either country. The analysis was undertaken by the researcher who conducted the interviews whilst another researcher was subsequently responsible for reviewing the transcripts to verify the consistency of the evaluations and to improve the reliability of the results.

Results

Teachers’ Conceptions of Citizenship

The conceptions of the teachers could be grouped into three categories similar to those indicated in the theoretical framework (Kiwan 2005; Schugurensky 2010): moral conceptions (citizenship as dispositions, values, and behaviours), participatory conceptions (active citizenship, civil society, and commitment to change), and legal conceptions (citizenship as status and membership). In a very limited way only a few teachers expressed identity-based or global conceptions of citizenship. Unsurprisingly,
As citizenship is a multidimensional concept, teachers’ reflections at times combined ideas of different types of citizenship, but we decided to classify their conceptions in one dimension or another based on the overall meaning of their discourse.

The coding used to identify teachers during the presentation of the results in this article includes the interview number (T + Number), the country (Ch / Sp), gender (M/F) and the subject’s age (+/- 45).

Table 2 shows numerically the results of the teachers’ conceptions of citizenship. While this is not the main focus or the aim of the research it can help with understanding the subsequent analysis of the qualitative results.

Table 2: Teachers’ conceptions of citizenship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typology</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Chile</th>
<th>Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moral conception</td>
<td>Citizenship as the civic behaviour of individuals and institutions. Values of coexistence, justice, and participation.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory conception</td>
<td>Citizenship as active participation of individuals in civil society and politics.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal conception</td>
<td>Citizenship as rights and responsibilities established through the social contract between individuals and the state, renewed through formal participation.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other conceptions</td>
<td>Identity-based conceptions and global conceptions of citizenship.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moral Conceptions

We have grouped together as moral conceptions the statements of those teachers who understand citizenship, essentially, as a set of civic virtues, attitudes, and values, as the ideal parameters of behaviour of individuals and institutions in a society.

The conception of citizenship with such moral nuances was most prevalent in the discourse of teachers interviewed in Spain. For example, Teacher 29 points out that a citizen is “an individual who acquires values, acquires them through their family, in school and in life—things like tolerance, respect … who puts themselves in the place of others and that help others live in peace in society” (T29/Sp/M/+45).

This represents a very generic concept which seems to stem in many cases from a feeling of unease that teachers express regarding the absence of any proper sense of social coexistence, respect, and solidarity towards others and towards public life. Teacher 6 says, “We live in a very selfish world and people have not assumed those responsibilities. For me, a citizen is an autonomous person, free, tolerant, open, and respectful of the rules” (T6/Sp/M/+45). This is similar to comments made by Teacher
“Being a citizen is to be aware of what’s happening in the environment in which you live and participating in the issues in your environment. But valuing participation, solidarity, tolerance, agreement, coexistence …” (T30/Sp/F/+45).

In Chile the moral concept of citizenship was also quite prevalent in the teachers’ discourse but not to the same degree as it was in Spain. Respect for others and for public life are the predominant values in this conception, which identifies citizenship with good coexistence. Chilean Teacher 29 says the following: “Being a citizen is about respect, respect for the other, respect for public spaces. It has to do with a sense of honesty and also with wanting the country to be better every day” (T29/Ch/M/-45).

Moral Citizenship and Socio-Economic Context

By connecting the socio-economic context, and the teachers’ references to and opinions on the socio-economic context to their conceptions of citizenship, we are able to better understand why the moral conception of citizenship is so important, especially in Spain. The controversial character of the socio-economic context, which we referred to in the theoretical framework, appeared throughout the discourses and the reflections of the teachers interviewed, either directly or indirectly. Talking about citizenship and, in particular, talking about citizenship in everyday life and highlighting the actions of a good citizen involved talking about the current socio-economic context and the experience of each person as a citizen within that context.

The opinions most critical of the socio-economic context were expressed primarily by teachers with a moral conception of citizenship. In Spain there was the perception, quite widespread among the teachers interviewed, that individualism, corruption, and dishonesty were factors that triggered the current economic crisis, lending a moral aspect to the conception of citizenship.

This feeling of disillusionment was sometimes directed at the representatives of power, as in the case of the following teacher: “Coming from this country I would say that the most important failing is honesty. But hey, referring to those we are referring to, well, they are still unpunished, right? Not only do they go unpunished but they get their power by evading taxes and by betraying the country” (T4/Sp/F/+45). In other cases, a generally critical and self-critical perception of citizenship is expressed. Teacher 17 from Spain (T17/Sp/M/+45) says the following:

I think what is happening to us nowadays is because we thought that we had everything sorted with our economic well-being, but now, of course, it’s very hard to emerge again as citizens. We must change our democratic rules a bit, which is not just to vote for some person and then forget about it; because citizens must show greater commitment. And that’s why, well, we are where we are now. Partly mea culpa, right?

In the case of teachers in Chile the strength of the moral conception appears to be linked to a deeper critique of the individualistic society which, in several cases, was connected
to the neo-liberal economic system inherited from the dictatorship (Novell 2016). A good example of this might be the following statement made by Teacher 1 (T1/Ch /M/-45):

We are still living the triumph of the dictatorship. You turn on the television and there it is. You hear a man making offensive comments to a woman and there it is. You see a woman or man who does not give up their seat to a pregnant woman in the underground, there it is. There is the dictatorship. There is the neo-liberalized citizen at his best, a totally individualistic type, who is interested in nothing more than himself and his own circumstance. So it seems to me that today the greatest act of citizenship we can show is to treat each other properly.

**Participatory Conceptions**

Within this conception the participatory actions of individuals predominate, not only through the formal method of participating in elections but through a wider range of actions. In some cases, the forms of participation that are expressed are close to some expressions of civic republicanism such as the desire (or a feeling of frustration) for participation and for control of institutions through direct actions that give individuals more freedom outside of representative systems (Skinner 2004).

The participative conception of citizenship was dominant among the teachers interviewed in Chile. This is the case, for example, for Teacher 5: “A citizen has to be very active, he must be able to ask and demand of the authorities that the country, the region, the communities, provinces, work better and he has to be active also in the workplace, and teachers have to be active with their students” (T5/Ch /F/-45). In general, participatory citizenship is linked to the idea of improvement and change in a society; according to Teacher 22, “For me the citizen is an entity, an agent, an actor for change and transformation” (T22 /Ch/M/-45).

In Spain, although the participatory conception had fewer proponents than the moral conception, it also had a very important presence among the interviewees. Some discourses were repeated in a similar way to those in Chile. For example, similar to Chilean Teacher 22, Spanish Teacher 33 says “I think of autonomous people, who think for themselves, who know their rights and duties and who are participants. Let them be participants, builders of their own history, their society, their country” (T33/Sp /F/-45).

In both contexts there was clear support for the most direct forms of participation possible. In many cases they incorporate nuances specific to local and community issues which illustrate, as we will see in the section dedicated to the context, a lack of connection to forms of political representation. This is the case with Spanish Teacher 14 when he says that a citizen should have the “possibility to participate directly in his society, in all spheres of society, the most directly and least representative as possible” (T14/Sp/M/+45).
Regarding the age variable, no differences were found, with parity between older and younger teachers concerning participatory conceptions of citizenship. Although we expected a greater inclination towards participatory conceptions from younger teachers (with their greater prominence in the social movements of both countries), older teachers also expressed their support for the participatory movements of recent years.

**Participatory Citizenship and Socio-Political Context**

In the case of teachers with participatory conceptions of citizenship, the most repeated contextual element was criticism of a socio-political nature, directed fundamentally to the political class and representative democracy. Even if the teacher regards having the power to vote as a positive aspect, disenchantment with politics emerges most of the time and other forms of participation appear to assume greater importance within the current socio-political context.

In Chile in particular, where the participatory conception was the predominant one, references were often made to forms of street participation, demonstrations, and popular movements in recent years, especially through student protests (Von Bülow and Bidégain Ponte 2017). Teacher 1, for example, warns that “from 2006 onwards there has been a positive process of social mobilisation in different areas of life. It first exploded in education and was expressed through a repertoire of tremendously creative events, forms of political participation not seen before: assemblies, sit-ins …” (T1/Ch/M/-45).

In Spain as well, although to a lesser extent, references were made to participatory movements at street level, such as the “indignados” (outraged) or the 15-M protestors (15 May 2011 political protests) seen in Spain since 2011. This is mentioned by one teacher when she says the “movements of the ‘Indignados’ (outraged), from 15-M, are a bit like the resurgence of participation by the people after a long period of lethargy … This resurgence of citizens and their concern for democracy is important” (T24/Sp/F/-45). But in general there were fewer of these types of statement made by teachers in Spain than by teachers in Chile.

The explanation for the different conceptions of participation between Chilean and Spanish teachers might be found in the different development of participatory movements in each country. In Spain, citizen participation reached a decisive point in 2011 through an explosion of demonstrations and mobilisations limited in time, which resulted in the appearance of new political parties and, finally, an increase in electoral participation. Conversely, in the case of Chile, the social movements, though they share the criticisms of institutions, political parties, and corruption, have been more constant in time and have always had concrete educational reforms as their principal focus. The massive student mobilisations of 2006 and 2011, as well as that of the teachers themselves in 2015, are examples of this and can help to explain the primacy of participatory conceptions among Chilean teachers. Moreover, in the case of Chile, there
has been no political channel for citizen dissatisfaction and electoral participation has fallen substantially in recent years, which is directly related to a greater lack of confidence in representative democracy among Chilean teachers.

*Participatory Citizenship as Opposed to Legal or Moral Citizenship*

Both Chilean and Spanish teachers expressed similar statements when discussing their disenchantment with the electoral process and democratic representation through traditional political parties. On this issue Spanish Teacher 24 (T24/Sp/F/-45) remarks,

> Voting in elections depends on the degree of disenchantment or involvement that you find within that system. I personally think it gets a little more pointless each time, through the process of the loss of ideology seen today in both parties, right and left. So I do not feel that it’s very important to vote sometimes because I see things stay very much the same.

Similarly, for example, a Chilean teacher declares the following: “Suffrage is important, to express a choice, but only when the candidates are true representatives of the people. But so far the political classes are all the same, things don’t change, so I don’t know if, when it comes to it, it’s worth voting’ (T24/Ch/M/-45).

In many cases, this desire for change in the political arena makes the participatory conception appear opposed to other forms of citizenship, such as moral or legal. For example, Teacher 2 points out that the moral conceptions of citizenship are outdated when she explains “before, it was like that vision of just being an honest person, but outwardly, I am a good person, I am a good citizen. But now the vision is different, to do nothing wrong is to do nothing, so the perception of citizenship is different, it’s to do something” (T2/Ch/F/+45).

In most cases, the participatory conception of citizenship contrasts with the legal or liberal conception of citizenship, which is limited to the fulfilment of rights and responsibilities and to electoral participation. Teacher 11 says, “Citizenship has to do with living that citizenship, with making it practical. That is why I tell you that I do not understand citizenship as the legal possibility within the framework of reaching 18 years of age. A citizen is someone who participates, who is active, who gives their opinion, who is informed” (T11/Ch/F/-45).

*Legal Conceptions*

In legal conceptions citizenship is properly a status, a legal framework of rights and responsibilities. These conceptions emphasise individual rights and the social contract between the citizen and the state. The reflections that accompanied this type of conceptualisation include a more formal political meaning, possibly influenced by the traditional training of teachers. Nine Spanish and six Chilean teachers defined citizenship within these parameters.
For example, Spanish Teacher 12 defines citizenship from the perspective of political organisation: “We have common needs, we all contribute money, we meet these needs … and since we are many, we need someone to manage things for us, and the only thing we demand is that they manage it well, period” (T12/Sp/F/-45). Citizenship, from this perspective, is the result of a legal framework that grants rights and obligations and which we use to organise our society. The origin of this conception starts from the idea of the social contract (Kiwan 2005), and several history teachers, using their academic education, mentioned this contract: “If we live in a system based on national sovereignty and if national sovereignty starts from the social contract of Rousseau, that is what I mean by citizenship. All of us citizens give up part of our power to create a social contract” (T19/Sp/M/-45).

This legal definition of citizenship does not contradict other conceptions such as moral citizenship. In some cases, teachers combined ideas from more than one category or started with a legal theoretical conception to which they then added values necessary for coexistence. The comments from Spanish Teacher 13 (T13/Sp/M/+45) typify this approach:

Citizenship is a legal concept of political content, citizens are subjects who have full political rights, no more no less … If you want to give it a moral element you’d need to talk about those rights, which in turn generate obligations that are responsibilities for coexistence and which should be agreed on and which should be developed at school.

Age seems to be an important factor in this category since the four Chilean teachers who expressed legal conceptions of citizenship and most of the Spanish teachers were over 45 years of age. One explanation could be the training older teachers received and the influence of the curriculum, as the legal conception of citizenship had been the principal conception in educational curricula until relatively recently (Cox and García 2017).

Other Conceptions

In this category we refer to two conceptions that had very little presence in the discourse of the teachers in question: identity-based conceptions and global conceptions of citizenship. It is interesting to mention the scarce presence of conceptions regarding ideititarian and nationalistic citizenship, particularly in a global context which by being linked to a migratory crisis seems to be giving rise to nationalistic and discriminatory discourses.

In our particular case it is believed that the scarce presence of identitarian and nationalistic conceptions among the history teachers is due to two reasons: the conflictive characteristics of recent Chilean and Spanish history and the professional profile of the history teachers themselves. Both countries are relatively new democracies that emerged after long periods of dictatorships, which generated a strong political division. This explains the fact that the features of national identity are weak and unstable and changing over time (Larrain 2010; Muñoz 2012). Within this context
it is only natural that history teachers feel compelled to adopt a neutral standing regarding history and citizenship, as well as having among the aims of their subject the development of students with the capacity for critical thinking and social responsibility (Martínez-Rodríguez, Muñoz-Labraña, and Sánchez-Agustí 2018).

Thus, we consider that the socio-historical context as well as the specific features of the professional area of history teaching could influence teachers’ conceptions, even to the point of dismissing clearly identitarian conceptions of citizenship.

Conclusions and Discussion

Among the categories that emerged from the discourses, two categories clearly stood out: the moral conception of citizenship (more prevalent in Spain) and the participatory conception (more widespread in Chile). However, as has already been highlighted, teachers combined aspects of different conceptions in their reflections.

We find some interesting parallels with other international studies. For example, the study by Chin and Barber (2010) concludes that teachers in Australia, England, and the United States, although with different nuances, tend to emphasise the importance of commitment and participation. On the other hand, other international comparative studies have highlighted the moral and ethical dimension of citizenship (Davies et al. 2004; Lee and Fouts 2005). This trend towards participatory and moral conceptions of citizenship can also be perceived in Latin America. Some studies carried out in Colombia and Peru show that teachers are concerned about these issues (Barrantes, Luna, and Peña 2009; González Valencia 2013). Thus, as in our study, the participatory and moral dimensions of citizenship seem to be habitual concerns of teachers at an international level.

Our findings also coincide with those of other international studies regarding the fact that teachers did not give great importance to the identity or patriotic dimensions of citizenship (Chin and Barber 2010; Davies et al. 2004). However, in other studies carried out in very different socio-political contexts (such as the case of Singapore) the nationalist option seems to be more present in teachers’ conceptions of citizenship (Sim 2008). As mentioned before, we consider that the poor presence of identitarian and nationalistic conceptions is due to the particular features of history teachers themselves but mainly to the controversial recent history of both countries. In Chile as in Spain there is still no majority consensus regarding national identity, mainly due to the recent dictatorships’ nationalistic use of identitarian elements such as symbols, national festivities and important dates or common history.

There are interesting similarities between our results and those of other investigations in Chile. Like the teachers that participated in the study undertaken by Cavieres and Muñoz (2015), the teachers interviewed in our study also expressed their desire to participate more actively and directly in the democratic process. They also expressed
their appreciation of the recent student protest movements, which placed these teachers mainly within a participatory conception of citizenship. Previous studies, immersed in a socio-political context similar to the present one, also mentioned the existence of conceptions of citizenship based on values or morality as well as elements of participation (Reyes et al. 2013).

However, another older Chilean study by Flanagan Bórquez et al. in 2010 identified liberal or legal conceptions of citizenship, which were negligible in our study and have even been the target of direct attacks (for example against citizenship as a legal title or against electoral participation). Furthermore, that study also uncovered identity-based and communitarian discourses which did not appear in our results. These differences may be explained as a result of changes that have occurred since 2010 in the context of popular mobilisation and Chilean political disaffection that have evolved from the youthful mobilisation to the emergence of other protest groups (such as groups consisting of the teachers themselves).

In the case of Spain, since there is no previously published work on teachers’ conceptions of citizenship, it is difficult to detect any evolution of teachers’ views. The predominantly moral character of the Spanish teachers’ conceptions of citizenship seems to have its direct origins in the background of the economic crisis, the continued appearance of cases of corruption, and the decline of the traditional political parties (Mateos and Penadés 2013). So, as it has been noted in other studies, socio-political and socio-economic contexts seem to strongly influence the thinking of teachers about citizenship, particularly when a controversial component is present (Arthur 2002; Lee and Fouts 2005).

In the cases of Spain and Chile, the studied teachers seem to react to the socio-political and socio-economic contexts with a desire for more direct participation and for positive values such as tolerance, honesty, and coexistence. But at the same time, it highlights a clear disinterest in some forms of democratic representation and in formal participation. The issue of political disaffection has been more widely studied with reference to students and the classroom (De Groot and Veugelers 2015; Muñoz-Labraña, Martínez-Rodríguez, and Muñoz-Grandón 2016), but it should also be considered in relation to teachers.

It is important to note that the variable related to the kind of school in which the teachers work (public, private, and jointly financed) did not show significant differences in our research. So, small-scale contexts do not seem to be more relevant in the conceptions of the teachers interviewed as they are more influenced by large-scale contextual issues that affect them all (political disenchantment, corruption, economic crisis, etc.) This result contrasts with studies on civic knowledge of students, where the school context has relevance, at least in Chile (Treviño et al. 2017).
Age, on the other hand, was a significant factor but only in that the few legal and identity-based conceptions that were expressed were given by teachers over 45 years of age. The scarce presence of legal and identity-based conceptions among the interviewed teachers is surprising. Perhaps this can be explained by the impact of the aforementioned contexts, worsened by institutional and political disenchantment.

In Chile as well as in Spain, the curricula of history and social sciences centre their aims for citizenship education on knowledge of the political institutions and formal democratic participation. But the results show that there are many teachers with profound doubts about these forms of democratic organisation and participation. The interviewed teachers are mostly professionals who are very involved in the socio-political context in which they live; they are worried about the social, political, and economic problems of their environment, and maintain an active and critical attitude. This includes their involvement in new methods of participation that have been identified by the literature as legal and illegal protests and as new forms of organisation, communication, and activism (Haste, Bermúdez, and Carretero 2017).

In general, the conceptions of the interviewed teachers seem to follow current trends—trends that promote a form citizenship that is increasingly participatory, autonomous, and critical (Cox and García 2017; Haste, Bermúdez, and Carretero 2017). Teachers’ conceptions also agree in spirit with the philosophy of history education which does not seek to develop national identities, but instead seeks to develop skills that are crucial for becoming a critical and autonomous citizen (Rosa and Brescó 2017; Rüsen 2005).

Obviously, all these results must be understood within the limits of this research, particularly because it is a qualitative study intending to delve into a number of cases connected by their contexts. Besides, the fact that teachers have one or any other conception does not mean that the different conceptions of citizenship that teachers hold directly translate into different practices of teaching in the classroom. As is well known, in practice many other factors interfere with the teaching process, such as the educational activities, the formal curriculum, the hidden curriculum, or even the educational and socio-economic contexts the teachers reside in (Evans 2006; Muñoz-Labraña, Martínez-Rodríguez, and Muñoz-Grandón Muñoz 2016). But we believe that the role of teachers is crucial in the citizen formation of students (Treviño et al. 2017), and that the teachers’ conceptions of citizenship influence their approach and their focus in terms of the curriculum (Lee and Fouts 2005; Walkington and Wilkins 2000).

Having knowledge of the teachers’ conceptions regarding citizenship is an important first step to delimit the positive as well as lacking aspects in citizenship formation education, which can help us improve the education of teachers on this subject. The next step must be to contrast these teachers’ conceptions with their classroom practices and with their curricula.
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